Purpose: To develop and assess a method for the creation of templates for voxel-based analysis (VBA) and atlas-based approaches using quantitative magnetic susceptibility mapping (QSM). Materials and Methods: We studied four strategies for the creation of magnetic susceptibility brain templates, derived as successive extensions of the conventional template generation (CONV) based on only T 1 -weighted (T 1 w) images. One method that used only T 1 w images involved a minor improvement of CONV (U-CONV). One method used only magnetic susceptibility maps as input for template generation (DIRECT), and the other two used a linear combination of susceptibility and T 1 w images (HYBRID) and an algorithm that directly used both image modalities (MULTI), respectively. The strategies were evaluated in a group of N 5 10 healthy human subjects and semiquantitatively assessed by three experienced raters. Template quality was compared statistically via worth estimates (WEs) obtained with a log-linear Bradley-Terry model. Results: The overall quality of the templates was better for strategies including both susceptibility and T 1 w contrast (MULTI: WE 5 0.62; HYBRID: WE 5 0.21), but the best method depended on the anatomical region of interest. While methods using only one modality resulted in lower WEs, lowest overall WEs were obtained when only T 1 w images were used (DIRECT: WE 5 0.12; U-CONV: WE 5 0.05). Conclusion: Template generation strategies that employ only magnetic susceptibility contrast or both magnetic susceptibility and T 1 w contrast produce templates with the highest quality. The optimal approach depends on the anatomical structures of interest. The established approach of using only T 1 w images (CONV) results in reduced image quality compared to all other approaches studied. Level of Evidence: 2 Technical Efficacy: Stage 1
disturbed in several neurological disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, and multiple sclerosis. 5, 6 Hitherto, most imaging-based brain iron studies have relied on region-of-interest (ROI)-based analyses, in which ROIs are defined on every single brain image individually, often employing T 1 -weighted (T 1 w) images and fully automated software algorithms. However, the analysis of brain images using these algorithms is subject to three significant limitations: 1) results are generally prone to inaccuracies of the automated ROI definition 7 ; 2) they are limited to signal changes in selected white matter regions and a few major deep brain nuclei, such as putamen and globus pallidus; and 3) image contrast on T 1 w images can be weak, depending on myelin and iron concentrations, which can affect the automated algorithms and introduce a group-dependent study bias. Furthermore, the intricate anatomical substructure of basal ganglia nuclei, which is well discernible on susceptibility maps, 8 cannot be assessed with current automated ROI-based techniques. Nonlinearly deforming, or "warping," brain images into a standardized anatomical space, also referred to as normalizing, allows overcoming several limitations of ROIbased methods. For example, it allows a voxel-based analysis (VBA) free of a priori structural assumptions. Alternatively, a brain atlas may be constructed by defining ROIs on the template, which can be transformed to the original images for a custom, operator-independent ROI analysis. As a target for the deformation operations of the normalization serves a standardized brain image with high contrast of all relevant brain structures. This standardized brain is also called a brain template.
The normalization of brains is traditionally based on T 1 w images and a T 1 w brain template because T 1 w imaging is part of most established neuroimaging protocols and provides excellent contrast between cortical gray and white matter. However, if the primary target of research is deep gray matter (DGM), such as in the more recent brain iron research, the utility of T 1 w images is limited because DGM nuclei have a weak contrast relative to surrounding white matter on T 1 w images (Fig. 1) . In particular, similar to a T 1 w-based ROI analysis, the poor contrast of DGM on T 1 w images may potentially result in improper matching of these structures with detrimental consequences for the VBA or atlas-based analysis of susceptibility maps. This limitation may be particularly relevant for the study of small subnuclear regions with strong susceptibility contrast but weak contrast on T 1 w images, such as the internal structures of the globus pallidus. 9 In general, normalization procedures should exploit the intricate anatomical contrast of DGM available on susceptibility maps. However, dedicated methods for the creation of magnetic susceptibility templates have not been introduced or systematically compared. In the present work, we aimed to present and assess different methods for the creation of magnetic susceptibility templates.
Materials and Methods

Template Creation Strategies
We studied four advanced methods for the creation of QSM brain templates, derived as successive extensions of the conventional template generation based on T 1 w images (CONV). In CONV, T 1 w images were used to create a brain template that represents image features from all individual input T 1 w images. We obtained a susceptibility template with this approach by, first, registering susceptibility maps to T 1 w images, then using the deformation transforms of the T 1 w-images resulting from the T 1 w-template creation process to normalize the susceptibility maps, and finally averaging all deformed susceptibility maps. The four advanced methods are described in the following (see also depending on the pulse sequence parameters employed. To assess the impact of a reduced spatial in-plane resolution of the T 1 w template compared to the susceptibility maps, U-CONV upsampled the T 1 w images to the voxel size of the susceptibility maps before applying method CONV. ii) Direct approach (DIRECT): Magnetic susceptibility maps provide high contrast in several anatomical regions where contrast can be low or even absent on T 1 w images ( Fig. 1) , depending on pulse sequence parameters. The T 1 w-imaging based approaches (CONV and U-CONV) do not exploit this improved contrast on susceptibility maps for the calculation of the deformation transforms. DIRECT aimed to improve the template quality by applying the template generation algorithm directly to susceptibility maps instead of T 1 w images. iii) T 1 w/QSM hybrid approach (HYBRID): The HYBRID approach combined T 1 w images with susceptibility maps into a hybrid image contrast to exploit the image information of both modalities. 10 This method aimed to improve the deformation transform calculation compared to the direct approach (DIRECT). We obtained the final susceptibility templates by applying the calculated deformation transforms to the original susceptibility maps, followed by an averaging of the deformed maps. iv) Multivariate approach (MULTI): Different from the HYBRID approach, multivariate template generation algorithms directly utilize for the template generation multiple individual images of the same subjects, preferably with image contrast that has a complementary information content. 11 These algorithms minimize an objective function that depends on both image contrasts rather than only on one image contrast. Using individual T 1 w images and susceptibility maps for the template generation is expected to result in a better exploitation of the complementary anatomical contrast compared to the HYBRID approach because each image contrast is fully accounted for by a separate term in the optimization function.
Subjects, Data Acquisition, and Reconstruction
We evaluated all four advanced strategies and the traditional strategy in a group of N 5 10 healthy human subjects (five female, five male). The subjects were randomly picked from a database of research MRI exams at our institution. Selection criteria included that both T 1 w images and susceptibility maps had been acquired in the same imaging session and subjects had had a normal neurological examination and no history of neurologic disorders or chronic psychiatric disorders. The subjects were chosen from a subcohort with a narrow age range of 50 6 1 years (range 49-51 years) to minimize variations of brain morphology and image contrast due to age-related atrophy and age-related iron-load in the DGM. 12 We assumed that a highly homogeneous group would yield a template with optimal delineation of susceptibility variations characteristic for the mean age of the group, allowing studying algorithm-related quality differences in a relatively controlled setting. We chose a cohort size of N 5 10 because it had been suggested that template generation stabilizes at around 10 subjects, 13 which means that subjects from the same demographic cohort deliver a similar template and the addition of more subjects does not improve the template generation. MRI was performed on a 3T MRI system (Signa Excite HD 12.0; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI) with an eight-channel headand-neck coil. For QSM we used a clinical unaccelerated 3D single-echo spoiled gradient recalled echo (GRE) sequence with flow compensation in read and slice directions, 256 3 192 3 128 mm 3 field-of-view (FOV), 512 3 192 3 64 matrix, echo time (TE) / repetition time (TR) 22/40 msec, bandwidth (BW) 13.89 kHz, 128 flip angle, and an acquisition time of 8:46 min:sec. Parallel imaging acceleration of the GRE sequence and phase image reconstruction were not supported by the scanner platform. Hence, we saved the raw k-space data for offline reconstruction of susceptibility maps. T 1 w images were acquired using a 3D inversion , resulting in 1 mm isotropic resolution at an acquisition time of 9:18 min:sec. All scans were prescribed parallel to the subcallosal line in an axial-oblique orientation, and no averaging was performed. Written informed consent was obtained from all the participants, and the study protocols were approved by the local Institutional Review Board.
Complex-valued GRE images for QSM were reconstructed offline from the raw k-space data on a 512 3 512 3 64 spatial matrix using sum-of-squares for magnitude images and scalar phase matching for phase images.
14 The k-space data were zero-padded in the phase-encoding direction before the processing to achieve an isotropic in-plane resolution. Distortions due to imaging gradient nonlinearity were compensated for as described by Polak et al. 15 Phase images were unwrapped with a best-path algorithm, 16 backgroundfield corrected with V-SHARP 3, 17 (maximum radius 5 mm; truncated singular value decomposition [TSVD] threshold 0.05), and converted to magnetic susceptibility maps using homogeneity enabled incremental dipole inversion (HEIDI). 18 HEIDI employs an incremental inversion process that reconstructs Fourier components of the susceptibility distribution close to the null-space of the forward problem based on prior knowledge about the distribution extracted from magnitude and phase images. All other Fourier components are reconstructed without explicit regularization.
Image Preprocessing
The image preprocessing steps are schematically illustrated in Fig.  2 and described in the following.
To reduce B 1 -related intensity inhomogeneities, we applied a nonparametric nonuniform B-spline-based intensity normalization 19 to all T 1 w images (N4-ITK). Variations of the image intensity ranges of the T 1 w images between subjects were homogenized to a nominal range of 0-4095 (using 32-bit single-precision floating-point-format) by applying a decile-based piecewise linear intensity normalization algorithm. 20 To focus the template generation on brain structures instead of skull, neck, or muscles, we skull-stripped the preprocessed T 1 w images before applying the template building algorithm (FSL BET
21
; default parameters). For method U-CONV, we resampled the T 1 w images to the voxel size of the susceptibility maps before template construction and image preprocessing using linear interpolation (mri_-convert; FreeSurfer 5.3.0, Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Charlestown, MA) (blue arrows in Fig. 2 ).
SUSCEPTIBILITY MAPS AND GRE MAGNITUDE IMAGES.
Atlas generation algorithms have traditionally been optimized for T 1 w images, where image intensities are positive and nominal intensity values range in the hundreds to thousands. However, the dynamic range of voxel values on susceptibility maps is very different from this, with both negative and positive image intensities on the order of ppm. When unaltered susceptibility maps were processed with method DIRECT, they showed severe deformations, were translated to the bottom or outside of the FOV, were massively rotated, or the size of the brain was significantly altered. With the MULTI approach, the T 1 w template generation was successful, but the QSM template looked like an original single subject map normalized to the T 1 w template.
To overcome malfunctions associated with the unconventional image intensity values, we rescaled the susceptibility maps before applying the DIRECT and MULTI approaches such that the voxel values spanned a range typical for T 1 w imaging. A similar strategy has recently been employed by Visser et al. 22 For methods DIRECT and MULTI we linearly rescaled each voxel value v of the susceptibility maps according to the following equation: q 5 ja Á v 1 bj, where q is the rescaled voxel value and the coefficients a and b were chosen such that the typical intensity range of the susceptibility maps (-0.1 to 1 0.2 ppm) was mapped to an intensity range that was similar to that of the intensity-normalized T 1 w images. Taking the absolute value prevented the presence of any voxels with negative values. For our intensity-normalized T 1 w images, a histogram analysis showed that 99% of the voxels of our T 1 w images had intensities between 250 and 4000, motivating an empirical definition of the coefficients as a 5 12,500 ppm 21 and b 5 1500. Note that the exact values of these parameters depend on the normalization of the T 1 w images and sequence parameters, and are not generally valid. We reduced B 1 -related signal inhomogeneities in GRE magnitude images by applying the same bias field correction as for the T 1 w images. We did not bias-correct the susceptibility maps because they represent a physical property and did not suffer from slowly varying inhomogeneities.
INTRASUBJECT TRANSFORMATIONS. For strategies MULTI and HYBRID, T 1 w images had to be registered to the susceptibility maps. To this end, we first determined the linear transformations reflecting the different imaging slab prescriptions of the two sequences (tkregister; FreeSurfer 5.3.0). Subsequently, to compensate for interscan head motion, we performed a rigid-body registration of the transformed T 1 w images to the GRE magnitude images with the affine transformation as an initializing transform (Advanced Normalization Tools [ANTs]; v. 2.0.0; http://stnava. github.io/ANTs). We applied the computed transforms to all T 1 w images resulting in a set of T 1 w images coregistered to the respective susceptibility maps. Conversion of transformation matrices between the coordinate systems of the different software packages was achieved using c3d (ITK-SNAP; www.itksnap.org).
HYBRID IMAGES. We combined image contrast of original (unscaled) susceptibility maps and coregistered T 1 w images for the HYBRID approach according to the following formula: HYBRID-5 jT 1 w 1 a Á QSMj. To systematically study the effect of different values of a and to determine the optimal value, we created eight sets of hybrid images with parameter a ranging from -15,000 to -1000 ppm 21 in steps of 2000 ppm 21 . We chose negative values for a because they converted the hyperintense DGM contrast on susceptibility maps into hypointense contrast on HYBRID images, similar to typical T 1 w image contrast. The range of studied values of a was justified as follows: The highest susceptibility values in the basal ganglia are typically around 10.2 ppm, whereas the image intensities in corresponding regions on our (intensity-normalized) T 1 w images was around 3000. Hence, for a 5 -15,000 ppm 21 the hybrid image contrast in these regions equaled zero. Lower values of a would have resulted in reduced intranuclear contrast due to saturation effects. Figure 3 shows hybrid images created with different parameters a, demonstrating the varying degree of DGM contrast. Contrast in iron-laden DGM regions was weak for a 5 0 and gradually increased with decreasing a.
Template Generation Strategies
For methods CONV, U-CONV, DIRECT, and HYBRID we used the diffeomorphic greedy symmetric normalization (Greedy-SyN) transformation model to build the templates (buildtemplateparallel, ANTs; deactivated bias field correction).
In each iteration step, this method registers all brain images to an intermediate template obtained by averaging the registered brain images of the previous iteration step. For the MULTI approach, we used SyN for multivariate neuroanatomy (SyNMN) 23 (antsMultivariateTemplateConstruction, ANTs) with rescaled susceptibility maps (analog DIRECT) and coregistered T 1 w images as input and otherwise default parameters. This algorithm uses a symmetric diffeomorphic registration algorithm, which minimizes an objective function with a similarity criterion that depends on both image contrasts rather than only on one image contrast. The effect of the modality-weighting factor in the similarity metric of SyNMN was studied by executing the algorithm with the following different weights (QSM 3 T 1 w): 1 3 0, 1 3 0.5, 1 3 1, 0.5 3 1, 0 3 1. Modality weights of 1 3 0 and 0 3 1 mean that only the susceptibility map and only the T 1 w images are used for the template generation, respectively. In particular, the use of 1 3 0 is similar to approach DIRECT, whereas 0 3 1 is similar to approach U-CONV. In all cases, templates were created by an iterative process. First, a simple mean of uncoregistered images was taken, and all images were then rigid-body-aligned to the mean to produce an improved rough template (initial template). This was iterated four times with affine registration and using cross-correlation similarity metric, and only one iteration on a four times undersampled grid. Next, the resulting affine template was used as the initial target for FIGURE 3: HYBRID images of an exemplary subject created with different combination coefficients a in ppm 21 . The image contrast ranges from 0 to 3900 (black to white). a set of nonlinear iterations. Interim results of the algorithms (at different iteration steps) were visually checked for transformation failures, and the particular strategy was excluded from subsequent analyses if such errors occurred.
For all strategies, we obtained the susceptibility template by, first, applying the nonlinear template-generation transformations to the native susceptibility maps and, then, averaging the image intensities of all transformed susceptibility maps. For strategies CONV and U-CONV, we first affine-registered the GRE magnitude images to the respective T 1 w images using ANTs and then used the resulting registration matrices as initialization transforms for the nonlinear deformation of susceptibility maps to the T 1 w template space. To improve comparability of the CONV template with the other templates, we linearly resampled the template to the voxel size of the susceptibility maps (mri_convert; FreeSurfer).
All computations were carried out on a Linux workstation (Ubuntu 12.04) with 48 cores (dual Intel Xenon E5-2697v2 CPUs at 2.7 GHz) and 396 GB RAM. Eight cores were dedicated to the present study and the computation time of the complete processing pipeline was roughly 10 hours for each method.
Analysis
It is difficult to quantitatively evaluate and compare template creation strategies using objective image comparison metrics, because a ground-truth does not exist. To the best of our knowledge, there is no reliable method to quantify template quality. Hence, we decided to perform a visual rating and derive a rank order of quality. Three raters (F.S., P.P., N.B.) with several years of experience in both general clinical neuroimaging and QSM (11, 9, and 5 years, respectively) were asked to rate the visual similarity of image contrast on the templates to that on the 10 original single-subject (input) susceptibility maps. To this end, we presented raters the 10 original input susceptibility maps immediately before the assessment of the templates. Raters were blinded to the experimental hypothesis, the template creation technique, and parameters used. Each template was compared against all other templates in pairs and raters had the ability to toggle between the two templates of each pair. One of the two presented templates had to be identified as better than the other.
To account for the different contrast of anatomical regions on susceptibility maps and T 1 w images, we carried out four separate ratings that focused on various anatomical regions: basal ganglia, thalamus, motor cortex, and venous vasculature. For each region, the rating was based on the same 2D slices optimally showing the ROI. Figure 4 shows the four regions and representative slices of the rating process. As a first step, we assessed the quality of HYBRID and MULTI templates created with different hybrid factors and modality weights, respectively. The parameters yielding the best templates for the particular strategy and anatomical region were then compared to templates obtained with the other approaches in separate ratings.
Statistics
To convert from pairwise ratings to a specific interval ranking scale when evaluating the raters' data, we used a log-linear Bradley-Terry model, a generalized linear model. Briefly, individual worth estimates (WEs) were derived by using the prefmod R-package 24 for R. 25 The WEs p j and p k define the probability p to prefer an object j over an object k:pðj > kÞjp j ; p k Þ5 pj pj 1p k . Plotting the WEs provides an elegant way to visualize a ranking of the competing items. 26 Interrater reliability was estimated by calculating Cohen's kappa coefficient for all pairs of raters and pairwise ratings.
Coefficients below 0.4 were considered as poor consistency, coefficients between 0.4 and 0.75 as fair to good, and over 0.75 as excellent. 27 
Results
Parameter Optimization for HYBRID and MULTI
The preselection of combination coefficients for the HYBRID approach resulted in the following four coefficients that were then compared with one another: -9000, -11,000, -13,000, -15,000, in ppm 21 respectively. Optimal
WEs depended on the region, with -11,000 ppm 21 being the best coefficient in basal ganglia, -13,000 ppm 21 in the thalamus and motor cortex, and -15,000 ppm 21 and -11,000 ppm 21 (same WEs) in the veins. MULTI yielded the best templates when weights were similar (either 1 or 0.5) for both modalities (best in basal ganglia: 1 3 0.5; veins: 1 3 0.5; motor cortex: 1 3 1). In the thalamus, the best template was obtained for weight 1 3 0, which means that only the susceptibility maps were used for the template generation, similar to strategy DIRECT. The weight 0 3 1, FIGURE 6: MULTI templates created with various modality weights (QSM 3 T 1 w). Shown are slices at the level of the basal ganglia (a-e) and the motor cortex (f-j). The image contrast ranges from -0.1 to 0.2 ppm (black to white). Green arrows point to regions with a high (preferable) contrast, whereas red arrows point to areas with low or unclear contrast in the same area.
similar to approach U-CONV, yielded the lowest WE in all regions. The results of the log-linear Bradley-Terry model with different combination coefficients (HYBRID) and modality weights (MULTI) are visualized in Fig. 5 . Figure 6 shows exemplary slices of MULTI templates with different modality weights in the regions of basal ganglia (Fig. 6a-e ) and motor cortex (Fig. 6f-j) . Differences between the templates, such as contrast, sharpness, or delineation of anatomical structures were subtle but clearly discernible upon closer side-by-side inspection.
Comparison of Template Generation Strategies
Total and individual WEs of the four regions' WEs of the different approaches are illustrated in Fig. 7 . DIRECT received the highest WE for the basal ganglia and thalamus, followed by MULTI. In veins and motor cortex HYBRID and MULTI received the highest WEs. CONV and U-CONV had consistently low WEs in all regions. Figure  8 shows all templates generated by the different strategies and in the various brain regions. Table 2 lists Cohen's kappa coefficients for the interrater agreement of the different ratings. Consistency was poor or fair (kappa below 0.4 or slightly higher than 0.4) for all preselection ratings, reflecting a low impact of the parameter choices on the resulting templates. Excellent (kappa > 0.75) or good (just below 0.75) consistency was observed for the final rating, indicating substantial differences between the individual templates that were reproducibly identified by different raters.
Statistical Analysis of the Template Comparisons
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first published attempt to create and evaluate susceptibility-based brain templates. While QSM is a relatively recent technique, practical issues with negative intensities may explain this observation when the algorithms that are currently available for template generation are directly applied to susceptibility maps without prior rescaling. We found that rescaling of susceptibility values before template generation is crucial for the current ANTs algorithms. Most image processing and analysis algorithms were originally developed for standard (magnitude) images and have difficulties handling susceptibility maps that have image intensities equally distributed around zero. While the CONV method consistently resulted in the lowest quality WEs in our study, all approaches led to relatively comparable templates with acceptable quality. Generally, it could be observed that regions with high contrast on susceptibility maps and low contrast on T 1 w images (basal ganglia, thalamus) benefited from the incorporation of the susceptibility contrast into the template creation, whereas regions with low contrast on susceptibility maps and high contrast on T 1 w images (motor cortex) benefited from T 1 w image contrast. Upon detailed inspection, we found that the MULTI yielded a consistently high quality in all four anatomical regions analyzed with high ranks of the total loglinear Bradley-Terry model WEs. Although slightly better template quality was obtained in specific anatomical areas with the HYBRID approach (veins) and with the DIRECT approach (basal ganglia and thalamus), this leads to the conclusion that MULTI may be considered as a "one-fits-all" approach, if T 1 w images are available.
A particular advantage of the DIRECT method over the other methods is that it does not rely on T 1 w images. This reduces the complexity of the analysis workflow and enables a template-based analysis in settings in which T 1 w images are not available, such as in the routine clinical setting. If T 1 w images are available, further improvement of MULTI and HYBRID may be achieved by including additional MRI contrasts and employing advanced classification methods, such as support vector machines, instead of a simple weighted averaging, respectively. This will be subject to future research. In particular, additional contrasts could be derived from GRE imaging, such as R Ã 2 maps (not available in this study), susceptibility weighted images (SWI), the GRE magnitude, or phase images. However, it should be considered that these images often show considerably weaker image contrast than susceptibility maps and, in particular, FIGURE 8: Slices of the templates generated by the different strategies in the evaluated anatomical regions. Green arrows point to regions with a high (preferable) contrast, whereas red arrows point to regions with low or unclear contrast in the same region. The image contrast ranges from -0.1 to 0.2 ppm (black to white). For HYBRID the following parameters for a in ppm 21 were used: -11,000, -13,000, -11,000, -13,000 and for MULTI the following modality weights were used: 1 3 0.5, 1 3 0, 1 3 0.5, 1 3 1 (from basal ganglia to motor cortex, respectively). compared to susceptibility maps, SWI and phase images suffer from orientation dependence, which may limit their benefit for normalization. The inclusion of non-GRE image information, eg, diffusion data, also might improve the template generation for MULTI and HYBRID. The inferiority of the CONV and U-CONV approach compared to the susceptibility-based approaches in the present study illustrated the limitations of using images with reduced susceptibility contrast as anatomical prior for the analysis of susceptibility maps. The reduced quality stems from only using T 1 w information, since regions with high susceptibility contrast are not taken into account in the template generation, and thus the averaging process reduces the susceptibility contrast.
Several groups have recently applied such approaches for the analysis of susceptibility maps, which will benefit from the incorporation of high-quality susceptibility templates. Rudko et al, 28 Acosta-Caronero et al, 29 Darki et al, 30 Hinoda et al, 31 Li et al, 32 and Lauzon et al 33 which used images of four individuals as templates representing particular subgroups of the study cohort (different ages in that case). The use of susceptibility templates generated from a large group of subjects rather than singlesubject maps would reduce the theoretical bias in these studies due to image features specific to the selected subjects. In this study we relied on a subject group with a particularly narrow age distribution. The use of a homogeneous subject group in this study was motivated by a reduced effect of intersubject contrast variations and an improved ability to assess the effect of different template generation strategies. It can be expected that wider age-range results in diminishing clarity of anatomical structures on the template because the susceptibility maps used for the normalization are more different. To test this hypothesis, we applied all algorithms also to a set of images from a group of subjects with a wider age range (N 5 10 healthy human subjects; five female, five male; 19-76 years). We obtained a comparable template quality and could qualitatively confirm the generalizability of the key results in the present work (data not shown). The subject group consisted of only healthy subjects. Another interesting arena for future research is the study of pathology conspicuity when templates are created from patient data. For example, it may be possible to study changes in iron distribution patterns between study groups by comparing templates created individually from the groups. It is expected that our methods are easily applicable to patient data. However, this is the subject of future work and needs to be validated.
We employed different publicly available software toolboxes for preprocessing and transforming images (FSL, ITK, FreeSurfer, and ANTs). This mix of tools may appear to complicate the reimplementation of the presented steps. However, despite the template generation algorithms, all methods (such as bias-field correction) may be replaced by similar algorithms as long as the algorithms correctly perform the required operation. There is no reason to assume that the use of alternative methods have a significant effect on the generated template.
Our study has several limitations. A visual rating, even by experienced raters, is not objective. In particular, the criteria for a higher template quality are difficult to define. Our raters relied on their experience with susceptibility contrast. We tried to mitigate the subjectivity of this approach by using multiple blinded raters and allowing a side-by-side comparison of all techniques with one another. Another limitation is that the registration algorithms based on diffeomorphic transformations could yield to inaccurate representations of the anatomic regions. Such inaccurate representations are difficult to detect. However, the most frequent use of templates is as a registration target. For this use, it is most important that the template facilitates a proper normalization of the brain images, whereas anatomically incorrect representation of anatomical regions is only a minor issue. Furthermore, we only carried out four ratings on various anatomical regions: basal ganglia, thalamus, motor cortex, and venous vasculature and did not look at more regions. Other anatomical regions, such as the substantia nigra or red nuclei, have also been studied with QSM and could have been rated and analyzed as well in order to improve the validity of the analysis. Nevertheless, we considered the four chosen regions as representative for typical contrast of brain regions on T 1 w images and susceptibility maps.
In conclusion, the highest-quality templates of magnetic susceptibility in this study were obtained with approaches that either relied on only susceptibility contrast (DIRECT) or exploited both susceptibility and T 1 w contrast (HYBRID and MULTI). The optimal approach depended on the anatomical structures of interest. The conventional approach using a T 1 w template (CONV, U-CONV) resulted in significantly reduced image quality compared to all other approaches studied. Our study provides a foundation for future research and clinical application of QSM in largecohort studies to explore changes in iron homeostasis in normal aging and diseases of the human brain.
